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Building performance in use
is in the public interest
• Buildings last a long time, well beyond the time horizons of
their creators, with many players involved in different roles.
• As building users, the whole population has an interest in
them working better in every respect.
• Now we want to improve the performance of the new,
and particularly the existing stock, especially (but by no
means only) in terms of energy and carbon. BUT …
• the feedback loop from performance in use to construction
and policymaking is poorly closed, a disastrous oversight.
SO DO WE UNDERSTAND WHAT WE ARE DOING?
BPE TO THE RESCUE ?
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Why aren’t designers and builders better
tuned in to outcomes?
•

Not what clients or government have asked them to do: “hand over
and walk away” is systemically embedded in standard procedures
and contracts, so follow-through is not part of the standard offering.

•

Clients and government haven’t set aside time and money for tuningup after handover, and have often preferred to bury any bad news.

•

The industry and the associated professions didn’t fill the vacuum
created while central and local government progressively outsourced
its technical expertise, research and performance feedback work.

•

The policy emphasis has been on construction, not performance in
use, even when feedback information has been revealing problems.

•

Rigid divisions between funding of capital and operational costs –
getting worse if anything, in spite of all the talk.

•

“Post-Occupancy Evaluation” (POE) is a construction industry
perspective, with handover the end, not the beginning! Too often
seen as academic and mostly about perceptions. Hence BPE.
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Academics and policymakers often ignore Case
Studies, saying they are anecdotal: THEY ARE NOT!
FIVE MISUNDERSTANDINGS (after Flyvbjerg)
1.

General knowledge is better than context-specific knowledge.
NO: They complement each other.
2. You can’t begin to generalise from a single case.
NO: Individual cases and outliers can be bellwethers.
3. They might help you make hypotheses, but other methods are better
for hypothesis-testing and theory-building.
NO: They can also test hypotheses, using multiple methods.
4. They have a bias to confirming the investigator’s bias.
NO: They often provide new and richer insights,
BUT they need to be done with a degree of independence.
5. They do not let one develop general propositions and theories.
BUT: They help us develop coherent strategies for the future.
Why do people ignore advance warning signals - the dead canary in the
coal mine? SEEKING MORE DATA IS OFTEN A DELAYING TACTIC.
REFERENCE: B Flyvbjerg, Five misunderstandings about case study research, Qualitative Enquiry 12, 219-245 (2006),
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What put us on the track (1989)?
1998: Energy Efficiency Best Practice
programme replaced the Energy
Efficiency Demonstration Scheme,
where results had been disappointing.

December 1989

BEST PRACTICE PROGRAMME

Good Practice Case Stud ,I
Low cost major refurbishment
Policy Studies Institute
100 Park Village East, London NW1

Naturally ventilated
Mechanically ventilated

Roof lights
in set back

Plan at floor level 3

Section through A-A
(Enlarged fo r clarity)

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY IN
OFFICES

The Project
The Policy Studies Institute (PSI) is an
independent policy research organisation
concerned with economic and social studies and
the work ings of political institutions. Their
research work benefits from a cel lular office
environment, with extensive support facilities
includ ing a conference suite which is regularly
ren ted-out.
A 5-storey office building in poor condition, was
purchased for low-cost convers ion into the
necessary office accommodation, with library,
conference, meeting rooms and kitchen. The
building (originally a 1920's factory) has an
unusual triang ular floor plan.
PSI and their landlords -the Joseph Rowntree
Memorial Trust - wanted the project to be as
energy efficient as a limited budget wou ld allow.
The major design problem was to reconc ile the
large number of cellular offices needed with the
building,
windowless space in the centre .o f
whilst avoiding expensive air conditioning.

DAtrium

D

• New atrium avoids the need for
air-conditioning.
• New, smaller double-glazed windows
improve th ermal performance.
• Good daylight gives low lighting costs.
• Air quality sensors regu late fresh
air intake.
• Solar energy collection from atrium
exhaust air.

The Result
A small atrium was pierced through the top three
floo rs to give a focus to the scheme, bring light
and air to the centre of the building, expand the
perimeter for cellular offices, avoid the need for
air-conditioning, and collect solar heat.
The design solution allowed many of the rooms to
be
naturally-ventilated,
with
mechan ical
ventilation to the atrium and surrounding offices
only, and to conference and meeting rooms on the
ground floor. Most of the windows were replaced
or upgraded with double-glazed un its. Roof
ins ulation was improved, but retrofit wall
insu lation was not economic. The boilers were
overhauled.
The resulting bu ild in g enjoys a moderate energy
use of 193 kWh/m 2 of heated floor area, with
partic ularly low electrical and lighting costs.
Heating energy use predominates (85% of
energy consumption and 55% of energy cost): it
could have been significantly lower had the old
bo ilers been replaced with modern highefficiency equipment.

Case Study 1 performed well in terms
of its energy use, particularly electricity.
It had also been studied as part of the
Building Use Studies (BUS) Office
Environment Survey of occupant
satisfaction in 50 buildings, where it
also performed unusually well.
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Energy Efficiency Office
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Was there a link?
We sought opportunities to combine
occupant and energy surveys.

CI/Sfb 1976 32 R3 W8 Y7

SOURCE: Energy Efficiency Best Practice Programme, Case Study 1, Policy Studies Institute (December 1989)
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What put us on the track (1991)?
May 1991

This air-conditioned building had an
energy performance similar to some of
the good naturally-ventilated buildings.

BEST PRACTICE PROGRAMME

Good Practice Case Stud
One Bridewell Street, Bristol
A new high quality air
conditioned office with low
energy costs

• Low fan energy consumption
for an air conditioned office.
• High frequency lighting with
effective central and local
control.

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY IN

• Naturally lit corner atrium.
• Effective energy management
aided by electronic BEMS.

OFFICES

Arthur Young initially occupied the first and second
floors , with tenants on the top three floors. Their
merger with Ernst & Whinney in October 1989
confirmed the flexibility of the building, with their
occupancy first increasing from 115 to 165 and
subsequently expanding onto part of the third and
all the fourth floor.

The Project

One Bridewell Street, in the centre of Bristol, was
developed by MEPC to be the accountants Arthur
Young's South-West regional office.
The building was to have a contemporary, high
profile image. Developer's and occupier's
requirements , although not specific about energy
efficiency, included high quality and low running
costs.
The brief also required flexibility in occupancy and
operation, both to support increasing densities of
desk-top information systems, and to permit any
parts of the building not required by Arthur Young
to be sub-let.
The six-storey building , completed in 1987,
includes a full height corner atrium facing
south-east and a small 2-storey wing accessible
both from the main offices and separately.

The shared ground floor contains car parking,
minicomputer room, storage and maintenance
areas, and a small gym / fitness facility
The Result

The building provides a high quality of
environment, flexibility of operation and an
attractive and bright appearance. It has been
commended by the RIBA and was joint runner-up
for the Institute of Administrative Management's
(lAM) Office of the Year Award 1989.
The atrium provides an impressive ent'ranbe with
reception at ground level and circulation on the
floors above. Temperatures in the atrium are not
tightly controlled and daylight is good, giving a
possible nett benefit in energy terms - however
this aspect has not been specifically monitored.
Air conditioning is conventional VAV, but well
designed for low fan power and fully zoned with
computerised BEMS controls to allow a close
match to the varying needs of the occupants.
Similarly, lighting is high efficiency under effective
central and local control. Ernst & Young also
manage the whole building very effectively,
helping them to win the lAM Facilities
Management Award 1989. The resulting good
design and good management has led to
unusually low energy costs for an office of this
type, no greater than for many naturally ventilated
offices.
2

fliBi
1, Bridewell Street

A building in London, with the same
design team and a similar technical
specification had three times the carbon
footprint from annual energy use.

At 139 kWh/m of treated area, energy use is very
low for an air conditioned building, approaching
half of the CIBSE Energy Code part 4's "good"
level.
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What was going on?
We sought opportunities to do a deeper
investigation, including an occupant
survey by Building Use Studies.
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SOURCE: Energy Efficiency Best Practice Programme, Case Study 21. One Bridewell Street (May1991)
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Where good things happened …

associations of low energy with happy occupants

The better-performing buildings tended to be where there was a better
understanding of user requirements during procurement, and better followthrough to good management in use.
One could usually name the individual or individuals responsible
for championing the building in use and driving the virtuous circles.
For more information: A Leaman, W Bordass Productivity in buildings: the killer variables (1997-2005). Go to usablebuildings.co.uk
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… and where they didn’t
no positive associations

Without this understanding and commitment - linking design to use and
management – performance in use could be disappointing, in terms of
energy and/or occupant satisfaction. So we need to bring out the leaders.
For more information: A Leaman, W Bordass Productivity in buildings: the killer variables (1997-2005). Go to usablebuildings.co.uk
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You can’t tell how good your building is
… unless you find out how it is working

The good performers don’t necessarily impress the judges
The original Elizabeth Fry Probe paper was published in Building Services Journal, 37-41 (April 1998).
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It was the practice, not just the product

Factors for success at the Elizabeth Fry Building, UEA
•
•
•
•

But only the technical features were mentioned
A good client when a Royal Commission
giving
clear
leadership.
used
it an
exemplar
A good brief
incorporating the client’s previous experience.
A good team
(worked together before on the site).
Specialist support
(especially on insulation and airtightness).

•
•
•
•

A good, robust design, efficiently serviced
(mostly).
Enough time and money
(but to a normal budget).
An appropriate specification
(and not too clever).
An interested contractor
(with a traditional contract).

•
•
•
•

Well-built
(attention to detail, but still room for improvement).
Well controlled (but only eventually, after monitoring and refit).
Post-handover support (triggered by independent monitoring).
Management vigilance
but has it been sustained?

SOURCE: W Bordass et al, Assessing building performance in use 5, BR&I 29 (2), 144-157 (March-April 2001), Figure 6.
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E Fry Revisit – Pressure test Sept 2011

sho
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CIBSE Technical Symposium, Edinburgh, UK, 14-15 April 2016

Elizabeth Fry Revisit – BUS Occupant Survey
1998
2011

The 1998, 2011 and 2015 BUS summary results for Building A are shown in Figures 2-4.
The summary charts contain the 12 key comfort variables, many of which each have five
sub-variables.

Figure 2: Building A
study results for 1998
based on mean scores
on the 1-7 point scale.
Note that occupants’
self-assessed
productivity is on a 20% - +20% scale.
Confidence limits not
shown.

Average scores from BUS occupant survey questionnaire:
Figure 3:similar
Building Abuildings.
Vertical bars = benchmark medians from
results for 2011.
Green triangles = significantly better study
than
benchmark.
Performances on all
Orange circles = indistinguishable from
benchmark,
Red squares = worse
summary
variables,
with the exception of
temperature in winter,
have declined
compared with 1998.

Some degradation over the years, but recognisably similar
SOURCE: W Bordass and A Leaman, The Elizabeth Fry Building revisited, Building Services Journal, 30-36, (March 2012).
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CIBSE Technical Symposium, Edinburgh, UK, 14-15 April 2016

com

Elizabeth Fry Revisit – BUS Occupant Survey
1998
2015

The 1998, 2011 and 2015 BUS summary results for Building A are shown in Figures 2-4.
The summary charts contain the 12 key comfort variables, many of which each have five
sub-variables.

Figure 2: Building A
study results for 1998
based on mean scores
on the 1-7 point scale.
Note that occupants’
self-assessed
productivity is on a 20% - +20% scale.
Confidence limits not
shown.

Average scores from BUS occupant survey questionnaire:
Figure 3:similar
Building Abuildings.
Vertical bars = benchmark medians from
study results for 2011.
Green triangle = significantly better than
benchmark.
Performances on all
Orange circle = indistinguishable from
benchmark,
Red diamond = worse.
summary
variables,
with the exception of
temperature in winter,
have declined
compared with 1998.

Now very much average – WHAT WENT WRONG?
SOURCE: R Bunn and L Marjanovich, Occupant satisfaction signatures: Longitudinal studies, CIBSE Symposium (April 2016).
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of eight or more people. While data is not available for 1998, in 2011 a third of staff
16 perceived themselves to be sharing with eight or more (Figure 7). By 2015, this had risen to
nearly half the staff (Figure 8).

BUS occupant questionnaire responses on
Left,
Figure 7:size
perception
of
work area, 2011.Fry:
Right, Figure
8, perception
of work area
room
at
Elizabeth
2011
and
2015
in 2015.
Occup ied alone (14%)

occup1e<1 a1orie (25 ¾t

Sha red with one other (12%)

Sha red with one o ther (23%}

Sha red 2-4 o thers (2 1%)

Sha red 2 -4 othe rs (7 % )

Shared 5-8 o thers {7%)

SharedS -8others{ 13%)

Sha,ed 8 or mor-eothers.(46%)

Sha red 8 or more ot hers (32%]

No res pon se

No respo nse

Fewer people in individual or twin offices: Down from 48% to 26%.
Table 3 shows the second order (physical characteristics) nest, showing significant
More people in offices with 3-8 people: Up from 20% to 28%.
changes in times spent in the building and use of computers, and the fall in the percentage
people
in large
ofMore
staff with
a window
seat. shared spaces (8 or more): Up from 32% to 46%.
Table
3: Building
second order
nest
reported characteristics).
Managers
andAarchitects
tend
to (BUS
like open-plan
spaces – but

there is
Change
Characteristic
(60 max responses)
much more that canresponses)
go wrong.2011
COVID
of course makes
responses)this worse.
2011 to 2015
2015 (94 max

1998 (43 max

Workgroup percentages1

N/A

a

25, b23, c7, d13, e32

a

14, b12, c21, d7, e46

e

14%

SOURCE: R Bunn and L Marjanovich, Occupant satisfaction signatures: Longitudinal studies, CIBSE Symposium (April 2016).
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Here is one of the converted spaces

Increased occupant density: heat, noise, interruptions, etc., etc..
Loss of thermal mass of partitions and ceiling.
Trickle-charge cooling system with no local control can barely cope.
Contractor design. Less oversight by Estates or professionals.
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E Fry Revisit – Energy Performance
Annual CO2 emissions from university buildings
kg/m² Treated Floor Area at UK CO2 factors of 0.184 for gas and 0.525 for electricity
-10
ECON 19 Type 2 Good Practice Office NV >>
APU Queens Building 1996 ANV
UEA Elizabeth Fry Building MM 1997
UEA E Fry Building with kitchen MM 2005
UEA Elizabeth Fry Building MM 2010
Visby Library, Sweden 2002-04 MM
Portland Building Portsmouth 1998 ANV+
de Montfort Queens Building 1996 ANV
de Montfort Queens Building 2004 ANV
ECON 19 Type 3 Good Practice Office AC >>
Orchard LRC, Birmingham 2001 ANV
Gloucester LRC 2004 MM
ECON 19 Type 3 Typical Office AC >>

0
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80

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
Heating+hot water gas (normalised)
Heating and hot water - electricity
Refrigeration and heat rejection
Fans, pumps and controls
Lighting
Office equipment
Catering and vending
Other electricity
PV contribution (deduct)
Gas for catering
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RIBA proposed a feedback stage 55 years ago
in its Plan of Work (1963) STAGE M
PURPOSE
To analyse the management, construction
and performance of the project.
TASKS TO BE DONE
Analysis of job records.
Inspections of completed building.
Studies of building in use.
PEOPLE DIRECTLY INVOLVED
Architect, engineers, QS, contractor, client.
SO WHY ISN’T BPE ROUTINE?
SOURCE: Bruce Flye, 2012, www.bruceflye.com/concept-graphics/illustrations/4092610
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Building performance evaluation started
in some universities in the 1960s
Pioneers included the University of
California, Berkeley and the Building
Performance Research Unit at
Strathclyde (BPRU).
However, after BPRU’s seminal book
in 1972, the subject failed to gather
momentum, as it did not fit well with
academic criteria, or get sustained
client, government or industry support.
“Unfortunately, interdisciplinary subjects
have a way of escaping from any
discipline whatever.” … ERIC DREXLER
In 1972 the RIBA removed Stage M:
Feedback from its publication
Architect’s Appointment.
REFERENCE: T Markus et al, Building Performance, Applied Science Publishers (1972)
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the tide also turned in government …
•
•

Widespread disruption and disillusionment in the 1970s.
Ascendancy of ideas about free markets, competition and choice; a
de facto inefficient public sector, and “no such thing as society”.
• Professionals began to be seen as an elitist conspiracy against the
public, and treated by government as just another business.
• The Rothschild Report 1972, advocated a customer-contractor
relationship for government-sponsored applied research …
but what happened to its idea of an intelligent government customer?
• Outsourcing and privatisation of professional skills and in-house
research from government, including Building Research Establishment.
• Dismemberment of the Department of the Environment 1997-2002.

WHERE IS THE INSTITUTIONAL MEMORY?
Nobody else (e.g. professional institutions), has helped
enough to fill this gap and provide continuity, so policy is
based more on hope, predictions, & lobbies, than experience
of what works and what really needs attention.
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Buildings policy has also tended to focus
on construction, not performance in use …

REFERENCES: The Egan Report (DTI, 1998), the Fairclough Report (DTI and DTLR, 2002)
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The elephant isn’t in the room,
IT IS THE ROOM!

WE HAVE A SYSTEMIC PROBLEM: Blindness to performance in use
It’s not just the construction industry, it’s the way we all go about things
SOURCE: Bruce Flye, 2012, www.bruceflye.com/concept-graphics/illustrations/4092610
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Which industry and market is really responsible
for building performance?
None of these:
it’s much more
complicated
than that.
The lack of traction
is not market failure,
but category error!
We need something
more …

CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY?

PROPERTY
INDUSTRY?

FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY?
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There needs to be more shared territory,
with much more emphasis on use

CONSTRUCTION

PROPERTY

Do policymakers
really understand this …
or have they been looking for
the answers in the wrong places?
Performance in use has not
been well represented in
industry and policy measures.

USE
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Sustainability raises challenging
moral and ethical dilemmas
•
•
•
•

Work ‘after us’ and for ‘the other’.
Intergenerational equity.
Deferred impacts over long periods.
Differential geographical and social impacts.

• Growing levels of uncertainty and unpredictability.
It needs vision, imagination, reflection and commitment
“[it] does not tempt us to be less moral than we might
otherwise be; it invites us to be more moral than we could
ever have imagined.”
… MALCOLM BULL
RIBA Plan of Work 2013 let sustainability checkpoints be
switched on and off ! Fortunately the 2020 Plan doesn’t.
SOURCES: S Hill, Edge debate, New Professionalism, 20 Feb 2013, M Bull, London Review of Books, 3-6, 24 May 2012
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Some general conclusions
• If we are to meet the challenges of sustainability,
the role of the building professional must change.
• We need to be concerned not just with
inputs and outputs, but in-use outcomes.
• We must close the feedback loop and initiate virtuous
circles of rapid improvement, involving all players.
• This is a systemic problem: the perspective must be
wider than just buildings and construction.
• Building performance in use needs to become an
independent and properly-resourced knowledge domain,
in the public interest.
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The role of the building
professional needs re-defining
• There’s a big job to do, in making new and existing
buildings more sustainable.
• We’re short of money:
we can’t afford to spend it on the wrong things.
• Our current procurement systems are not fit for purpose:
we need to do things very differently.
• We can’t change everything tomorrow …
but we can change our attitudes to what we do.
• It’s not a question of whether we can afford to do it:
We can’t afford not to !
• WHEN DO WE START?
NOW.
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BREAK
www.usablebuildings.co.uk
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At the end of 1973, we had the oil crisis

In 1974, coal
supplies also ran
short in the UK,
through trade union
action, bringing on
the 3-day week and
bringing down the
Tory Government …

32

RIBA Energy Group 1979 – 8 papers on issues,
50 Case Studies of low-energy buildings, with data

SOURCE: G Kasabov (ed), Buildings, the Key to Energy Conservation, RIBA Energy Group, 1979, 96 pages.
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but 10 years later, in 1990 …

SOURCE: M Coomber, Tales of the Unexpected, Building Magazine 38-39 (17 August 1990).
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… and in the USA
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… and in Australia, though its NABERS system
has improved things in rented offices

SOURCE: Ecolibrium, the Journal of the Australian Institute of Refrigeration, AC and Heating, 24-32 (February 2009)
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BREEAM for offices was introduced in 1990,
but performance gaps persisted…
Data from the winner of the Green Building of the Year Award 1996

<< What the designers predicted
<< “Good” benchmark
<< Actual outcome

SOURCE: see discussion in S Curwell et al, Green Building Challenge in the UK, Building Research+Information 27(4/5) 286 (1999).
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New non-domestic buildings:

What we found in the Probe studies 1995-2002
•

They often perform much worse than anticipated,
especially for energy and carbon, often for occupants, and
with high running costs, and sometimes technical risks.

•

Design intent is not communicated well through the process;
and designers and builders go away at handover.

•

Unmanageable complication:
the enemy of good performance.

•

Buildings are seldom tuned-up and controls are a muddle.
So why are we making things complicated?

•

Modern procurement systems make it difficult to pay attention
to critical detail. A bad idea when promoting innovation.

•

“The English spare no expense to get
something on the cheap”.
… NIKOLAUS PEVSNER
SOURCE: For more information, go the Probe section of www.usablebuildings.co.uk
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New non-domestic buildings:

What we found in the Probe studies 1995-2002
•

They often perform much worse than anticipated,
especially for energy and carbon, often for occupants, and
with high running costs, and sometimes technical risks.

•

Design intent is not communicated well through the process.
SO … Understand how buildings work in use, follow
through after handover, and learn from the experience.

•

Unmanageable complication:
the enemy of good performance.
SO … Stop making buildings complicated in the name
of sustainability and get the simple things right.

•

Buildings are seldom tuned-up and controls are a muddle.
SO … Design to enhance usability and manageability.

•

Modern procurement systems make it difficult to pay attention
to critical detail. SO … Change the processes.

•

AND THEREFORE… Focus on in-use performance,
communicate it clearly and manage it properly.
SOURCE: For more information, go the Probe section of www.usablebuildings.co.uk
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Evidence of UK performance gaps is now
overwhelming; in some other countries too.
Distributions of estimated
and actual annual CO2
emissions/ m2 usable floor
area in Carbon Buzz data
base. www.carbonbuzz.org

SOURCE: Ian Taylor and Judit Kimpian, Carbon Buzz Launch slides, 6 June 2013. www.carbonbuzz.org
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Even CIBSE admits it
UK Chartered Institution of Building Services
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The gaps occur in new housing too:
a full 40 years after the 1973 oil crisis
CLOSING THE GAP BETWEEN

DESIGN
A new project to examine the energy . . , _

&

performance of new homes is
unveiled today. The industry-backed
project brings together leading
housebuilders and industry experts
to investigate the actual
performance of homes and better
understand how this compares to

AS-BUILT
PERFORMANCE
END OF TERM REPORT
July 2014

that expected by the original design.
Communities and Local Government
minister Rt Han Don Foster MP
announced a new £380,000 grant for
the project,Zero
which
is led
the Zero
Carbon
Hub,by
Closing
the gap between design and as-built performance (July 2014)
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Performance gaps are not just for energy:
occupant survey, multi-award-winning school
RED: below average; AMBER: Average; GREEN: Above average

.

“ … the architecture showed next to no sense. It leaked in
the rain and was intolerably hot in sunlight. Pretty perhaps,
sustainable maybe, but practical it is not.” … STUDENT
SOURCE: BUS Method survey of a building services engineering award-winning Academy school in South East England, 2009
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The gaps are not just for new buildings:
Knowledge base for retrofit
Chapter X Chapter Name

Responsible
A REPORT ON EXISTING
RESEARCH AND GUIDANCE
WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

Traditional
Buildings

Chapter X Chapter Name

SOME CONCLUSIONS
Industry and policy lack understanding of
traditional building performance.
Lack of connection between research
intelligence and guidance procedures.
Significant uncertainty in application of
models and software.
Some methods used are inappropriate.
A systemic approach is necessary to
avoid unintended consequences.
There are good opportunities, but some
will need to be developed using a rather
different basis and structure.

SOURCES: Report (Sept 2012) downloadable from www.stbauk.org Guidance Wheel at www.responsible-retrofit.org/wheel
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Simple dysfunctions in recent buildings:
Poor window design, leading to overheating
Cambridge sheltered housing, opened 2011. No secure, fine control ventilation
available: could easily have been small windows in the panel between the doors.
Doors need two hands to operate: not clever if you have arthritis!

Sheffield student housing, new circa 2007.
Tilt and turn windows locked off by management,
owing to concerns about possible suicides.
Room can overheat in February, let alone summer.
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Wasteful overprovision in new buildings:

Five times too much light in a “low energy” building’s kitchen
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… and widely dysfunctional controls
Usability criteria

Ranking (controller as supplied)
Poor

Excellent

Clarity of purpose
Intuitive switching
Labelling and annotation
Ease of use
Indication of system response
Degree of fine control

Controls for End Users
a guide for good design and implementation

This control for lighting has clear switching with four settings clearly illuminated, plus an off setting. The numbers by
the setting are arbitrary.
Apart from the numbering, the switch is not labelled as to what it does. The red light for setting 1 is on the far left of
its button, hinting that there be more than one stage for each setting. Is the off button for system off, or does it apply
to each of the four stages in turn? Does the vertical button to the right raise or lower the lighting generally, or on
each setting? In the absence of clear annotation, the user is forced to experiment.
Usability criteria

!

"
by Bill Bordass, Adrian Leaman and Roderic Bunn

Ranking (controller as supplied)
Poor

Excellent

Clarity of purpose
Intuitive switching
Labelling and annotation
Ease of use
Indication of system response
Degree of fine control

This controller is clearly a control device for ventilation. The knob at the lower left appears to offer control over a
setpoint (presumably for temperature), against an arbitrary scale of plus or minus. In the absence of controller
feedback, the user would need to learn the settings by experimentation. The function of the knob on the right is
clearer, with three fan speed-settings, but is it for room ventilation or a fan in a heating/cooling unit? Probably the
latter, as experience has forced the facilities manager to append a label telling users not to switch off the fan.
Compiled for the BCIA by

Funded by

UBT
Usable Buildings Trust

1

“we sell dreams and install nightmares”
– CONTROLS SUPPLIER

SOURCE: www.usablebuildings.co.uk/Pages/Publications/UBPubsControlsForEndUsers.html and BSRIA
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Technology - management interactions:

conclusions from the Probe studies of public and
commercial buildings and confirmed by later work

Diagram first appeared in: Probe 19: Designer Feedback, Building Services, the CIBSE Journal, page E21 (March 1999).
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Technology - management interactions:

conclusions from the Probe studies of public and
commercial buildings and confirmed by later work

High
Performance

Secure Type A
Seek more Type B
(and possibly Type D)
Avoid Type C unmanageable complication.

Will ordinary
people be
able to look
after them?
Simple Smart

Big danger,
especially for
public
buildings

Sense and
Science

Diagram first appeared in: Probe 19: Designer Feedback, Building Services, the CIBSE Journal, page E21 (March 1999).
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Probe conclusions: Less can DO more

SOURCE: R Bennetts and W Bordass, Building Magazine Sustainability Supplement 8-11 (28 Sep 2007)
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Controls, manageability and usability need
much more attention at all stages

?

!

“An intelligent building is one that doesn’t make its
occupants feel stupid”… ADRIAN LEAMAN

“We sell dreams and install nightmares”… BMS SUPPLIER
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Don’t procure
what you can’t afford to manage
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In spite of these insights from the 1990s,
complication has burgeoned in recent years
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical complication
Legislative complication
Contractual complication
Bureaucratic complication
Tick-box procedures: feature creep
Complication for building
5 vans on callout
users and managers
at CSH Code 5
So less money to spend on basics sheltered housing.
The complication disease has now spread to housing too!

AND NOTHING JOINS UP PROPERLY!
“Complexity is profitable, [it] makes people believe you understand it.”
JON DANIELSSON
F Stevenson et al,: The usability of control interfaces in low-carbon housing, Architectural Science Review, 1-13 (2013).
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Examples of unmanageable complication
in domestic buildings …
SIGMA HOUSE, BRE (illustrated)
• Extensive feedback from occupants,
including comfort, ergonomics, space.
• Complicated, confusing and unreliable
technologies and renewables.
• Energy use much higher than predicted.
ELMSWELL, ORWELL
• Two-thirds of residents could not
programme their thermostats.
• Mechanical ventilation with heat
recovery was present, but 95% of
people had windows open in winter.
• Design air change was 0.5 to 1 ac/h.
One open window could provide 17 ac/h!
SOURCE: Sigma monitoring by Oxford Brookes University, Elmswell by Buro Happold in KTP with Bristol University.
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So yet again ... Some conclusions from TSB Building
Performance Evaluation programme 2010-14

Significant problems with integrating new technologies,
especially configuring and optimising BMSs.
Insufficient thought given to how occupants will use them.
“Controls are something of a minefield.”
Tendency to make control of heating, lighting and
renewable energy systems over-complicated. The one air
source heat pump had operational issues in cold weather.
Problems with automatic window controls.
Multiple systems fighting each other e.g. cooling vs
heating, different heating systems jockeying for control.
Maintenance, control & metering problems,
especially with biomass boilers, PVs and solar heating.
SOURCE: J Palmer & P Armitage, BPE Programme, Early findings from non-domestic projects, Innovate UK (Nov 2014)
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BREAK
www.usablebuildings.co.uk
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Oxford Brookes University
28 October 2020

INSIGHTS FROM
BUILDING PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION STUDIES
PART 3
A possible future
Bill Bordass
USABLE BUILDINGS
www.usablebuildings.co.uk
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“The house is on fire”
… GRETA THUNBERG

• We must save energy and carbon in a hurry
embodied not just operational ... and remember.
• this is a but a small – but essential - part of what
we need to do to improve the environment.
• We need more thinking and less stuff; and
• to make much better use of what we already have.
Much of what we have got used to,
we’re not necessarily entitled to.
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If you wanted to improve building performance
in use, what would you do …
A.

Focus on building performance in use?

OR
B. Do lots of other
things and hope
that performance
will improve …?
Why have we been barking up the wrong tree?
Why is actual performance not the proper target?

letters A-L with a description of the key tasks to be completed at each stage. The
59 RIBA Plan of Work 2013 comprises eight work stages, defined by numbers 0-7, and
eight “task bars” that replace the description of key tasks, three of which
(procurement, programme and planning) can be customised by the user.

A glimmer of hope: Stage M came back!

as Stage 7 in the RIBA Plan of Work 2013 and 2020

Fig 1. RIBA Plan of Work 2013 compared with RIBA Outline Plan of Work 2007

And of course some universities are becoming more
active - with Oxford Brookes one of the leaders .
But most design professionals
(particularly those in the larger firms) still get very
little exposure to how their buildings actually work.
SOURCE: RIBA Plan of Work overview (March 2013). See also www.architecture.com/planofwork
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Changing the way we do things
•
•
•
•

Many construction-related institutions require their members to
understand and practice sustainable development.
How can members do this unless they understand the
consequences of their actions? The real outcomes.
If they don’t, they are working outside their region of competence …
or in other words, not acting in a fit manner for a professional !

SO HOW ABOUT?
• Changing attitudes to the nature of the job.
• Re-defining perceptions of the professional’s role,
to follow-through properly and to engage with outcomes.
• Closing the feedback loop – rapidly and efficiently.
• Making much more immediate, direct and effective links
between research, practice and policymaking.
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Things are happening, but …
f

all important and worthwhile processes
… but how about turning off the
perimeter lights in sunshine? >>>
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Our proposed sticky interventions:

seeding things with potential to snowball over time
Cultural adaptations, not just technical “solutions”.
To create virtuous circles of continuous improvement.
MAKE IN-USE PERFORMANCE CLEARLY VISIBLE
In a way that motivates people to strive to improve it.
This needs a well-informed technical infrastructure to help the plethora
of different systems to converge, particularly for energy and carbon.
CONSOLIDATE THE KNOWLEDGE DOMAIN
Develop building performance as an independent knowledge domain,
to gain the evidence and authority to inform practice and policymaking.
REVIEW PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND PRACTICES
A shared vision for building-related professionals to work in the public
interest and engage properly with outcomes: NEW PROFESSIONALISM
SEE ALSO: Bill Bordass, George Henderson Memorial Lecture, University College London (12 June 2013).
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New Professionalism: getting started
Principles anyone can adopt tomorrow

PROVISIONAL LIST DEVELOPED WITH THE EDGE
ETHICS AND CONDUCT:
1. Be a steward of the community, its resources,
and the planet. Take a broad view.
2. Do the right thing, beyond your obligation to
whoever pays your fee.
3. Develop trusting relationships, with open and
honest collaboration.
ENGAGEMENT WITH OUTCOMES:
4. Bridge between design, project implementation,
and use. Concentrate on the outcomes.
5. Don't walk away.
Provide follow-through and aftercare.
6. Evaluate and reflect upon the performance in use
of your work. Feed back the findings.
7. Learn from your actions and admit your mistakes.
Share your understanding openly.
THE WIDER CONTEXT:
8. Seek to bring together practice, industry, education,
research and policymaking.
9. Challenge assumptions and standards. Be
honest about what you don't know.
10. Understand contexts and constraints. Create
lasting value. Keep options open for the future.
SOURCE: The Editorial of BR&I 41(1), Jan-Feb 2013 can be downloaded at www.tandfonline.com/toc/rbri20/41/1
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Professionalism and the Institutions

Morrell report for Edge 2015, revised 2020
The report focuses largely on the
role of the institutions: Top Down.
Key themes: Ethics, Education,
Knowledge, Collaboration.
Two complementary approaches:
Bottom-up: The individual,
e.g. adopting the ten points.
Middle-out:
At organisational and practice level.
Collaboration events held around
the country, with practice, education,
clients and government.
Major impetus with institutions in
2019-20, but needs shared core.
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Achieving projects that work better in use:
Soft Landings may help

It augments the duties of the design and building team, (and of client
representatives), especially:
• During the critical briefing stage.
• With closer forecasting of building performance.
• With greater involvement with users before and after handover, and
on-site presence during settling-in; and
• including monitoring and review for the first 3 years of use.
It can:
• Be used on any project, in any country, with any procurement route.
• Provide a fast track to raising building performance.
• Help to provide more customer focus for the industry.
• Improve client relationships and user satisfaction.
• Build recognition that some debugging is to be expected.
It is primarily about a change in attitude.
It needs champions to take it forward - The new professionals.
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Soft Landings: the Five main stages

From the Framework published in July 2009
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Inception and Briefing
Appropriate processes.
Assigned responsibilities.
Well-informed targets.
Design development
and expectations management.
Preparation for handover
better operational readiness.
Initial aftercare
Information, troubleshooting,
fine tuning, training.
Longer-term aftercare
monitoring, review, independent
POE, feedback and feedforward.

Free download available at www.usablebuildings.co.uk and www.softlandings.org
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Soft Landings Stage 1:
Inception and briefing

The most important stage, because it binds the team and sets the
whole style of engagement with outcomes.
• However, clients have been reluctant to pay, thinking that the
industry ought to be doing it anyway.
• Modern procurement methods have often salami-sliced things,
making it difficult to maintain the golden thread of maintaining and
refining design intent throughout a project and on into use.
• Some clients are writing it into their briefs.
• Some PFI teams are starting to put it into their bids.
• Some designers want it to be in their standard service.
• Supposed to be mandatory for Central Government projects (2016).
• RIBA soon to publish its interpretation – Plan for Use (2020).
FEEDBACK:
Client buy-in and follow-through is more difficult than might be hoped.
The project team should select a Soft Landings Champion or
Champions, who can provide the leadership to help things along …
these are in effect the new professionals.
See also the Green Overlay to the RIBA Plan of Work.
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Pioneer example by research team members:
National Trust Heelis Building, Swindon

Scheme design by Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios (architects), Max Fordham (building services), Adams Kara Taylor (structural).
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Soft Landings Stage 2: Managing expectations
during design and construction

• Set stretching but realistic expectations, not pie-in-the-sky.
• Manage them through the process.
• Undertake regular reviews and reality checks.
• Leave elbow room: this is systemic improvement, not exact science.
FEEDBACK:
• Any costs up to handover can usually be met by efficiency gains,
though there may be a learning curve to pay for.
• Soft Landings Champion(s) can provide leadership, maintain the
emphasis on outcomes, and remind project managers that it is not
enough just to keep to time and budget.
• This must all be done in the sprit of learning, not blaming.
Soft Landings research team members Feilden Clegg Bradley and Max
Fordham use an expectations management process, e.g. on Heelis, the
National Trust’s award-winning headquarters in Swindon, completed 1985.
SEE: R Bunn: Pitstopping: BSRIA’s reality-checking process for Soft Landings, BSRIA Guide BG 27 /11 (2011).
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Managing expectations:

Sustainability matrix approach used at Heelis

REF: W Gething & W Bordass, A rapid assessment checklist for sustainable buildings, BR&I 34(4), 416-426 (2006).
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Design intent to reality:

how the credibility gaps can open up
DESIGN ESTIMATES NOT SET CLEARLY OR REALISTICALLY:
• Little or no transparency between design estimates and in-use outcomes.
• Not everything is counted: only normal “regulated” services in typical spaces.
• Estimates are too optimistic, e.g. no night loads, perfect control.
• A policy concentration on carbon draws a veil over energy performance.
SLIPPAGE DURING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION:
• Design does not get into areas of critical detail, or understand the users.
• Changes to design and client requirements, vandal “Value Engineering”.
• Changes during construction and commissioning: negotiations, substitutions, build
quality, systems, deployment of controls, delays.
SLIPPAGE AFTER COMPLETION:
• No follow-through, initial aftercare, fine-tuning, monitoring, or feedback.
• Fitout changes and clashes.
• Spilt responsibilities: developer/owner, landlord/manager/tenant, outsourcing.
Principal/agent problems. Procurement of controls and FM services.
• Unintended consequences and revenge effects, technical and management
shortcomings, controls problems, poor user interfaces, default to ON.
DESIGN INTENT NOT MANAGED THROUGH THE PROCESS AND INTO USE
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Managing expectations: an example
1: the design claim, as published

15 kg CO2/m2
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Managing expectations: an example
2: the basis for the design claim

15 kg CO2/m2
21-6 kg CO2/m2
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Managing expectations: an example

3: what it said in the log book supplied at handover
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Managing expectations: an example
4: actual performance in use, before fine tuning
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Managing expectations: an example
5: it’s not all bad news, and the feedback is vital

Here over half the CO2
comes from the server room
and the kitchen: less than
3% of the floor area!
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We must learn from the fine structure:
6: how it relates to two other low-energy buildings
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Soft Landings Stage 3:
Preparation for handover

•

A change in concept: Handover becomes an event within an
extended Finish stage, not the point at which the design and building
team sign off and walk away.
• Preparation for operational readiness includes not just the static
and dynamic commissioning of the fabric and building services, but
much closer engagement with the occupier’s move-in and their
management and maintenance team, if they have one.
• Preparation for aftercare, with representatives of the design and
building team on site after handover. The time allocation depends
on the size and complexity of the project - it might be one person for
half a day a week or less, or much more.
• If there is unfinished business, e.g. owing to a forced early
handover, then the golden thread is easily carried through into
STAGE 4: initial aftercare and fine tuning.
FEEDBACK: Early appointment of a facilities management team is not
enough, they also need to be brought into the process deliberately.
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Soft Landings Stage 3:
Preparation for handover
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Soft Landings Stage 4:
Initial aftercare

•

Design and building team members visit regularly: who and how
many visits will depend on project.
• They need a home in the building where they are visible to
occupants, not be hiding in the site hut.
• They explain the building to the users, in simple guides and in one
or two introductory events.
• They help the management to take ownership,
the occupier must take the initiative, not stand back.
• They keep people informed, e.g. via a newsletter on the
organisation’s website, e.g. alerting to any problems.
• Troubleshooting and fine tuning can be undertaken,
the best insights have been where the soft landings team does some
of its own work in the building and experiences its facilities.
FEEDBACK: Contractors find it difficult to engage properly.
Aftercare priorities are different from just dealing with snags and defects.
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Without aftercare, designers may never
learn from unintended consequences

Occupant dissatisfaction with gloomy solar film
After refurbishment of a university building in 2014
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Downloadable free from www.usablebuildings.co.uk .
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Follow-through can pay for itself

Intervention in a new secondary school

Saving over £ 50,000 p.a. in electricity bills: avoid default to ON
SOURCE: Buro Happold Engineers, Soft Landings Trials (2009).
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Stages 4+5 can trap unintended consequences:

Example: sprinkler frost protection in a primary school

In 2008-09, this frost thermostat
(improperly set at 17°C on installation)
energised the wall heater in the sprinkler
pump room. Over a year, this wasted
more electricity than the wind generator
(intended to offset the entire building’s
annual heating energy use) produced.
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Soft Landings Stage 5:

Monitoring, evaluation and feedback
• Extended aftercare period, typically two or three years.
• Occupiers must take ownership and do most of the monitoring
themselves. They may need motivating.
• Independent post-occupancy evaluation (POE) can be included,
e.g. for occupant surveys, energy analysis & structured discussions.
Independent review & benchmarking can be helpful and reassuring.
• The findings can be fed through rapidly, e.g. to fine tune the
systems, refine use and operation of the building and plan upgrades.
• The learning can also be spread much more widely, via the people
and organisations involved, and beyond.
FEEDBACK: Often this has needed external funding.
How can we make it routine? The value that can be added is enormous.
We can’t afford not to do it; and it can be done with a light touch.
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BUS questionnaire survey at Heelis

The building was subsequently tuned and satisfaction improved, then deteriorated after savings on FM, which were later restored.
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SPREADING THE WORD:

Heelis designers report back in public

SOURCE: Building Services Journal, 32-37, (November 2007).
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GAINING CLIENT CONFIDENCE:
Heelis FM comments in 2007

SOURCE: R Bunn, Trust in construction, BSRIA Delta T, 10-13, (March 2007).
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Feeding forward in phased projects:

Window control improvements at Cambridge Maths building

PHASE 1
>>>
• Difficult to understand
• Some poorly located
• Remote control problems
PHASE 2
• Improved, custom design
• Better
located
• Not yet
perfect
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Feeding forward between projects:
National Trust to Woodland Trust

For further reading, see B Bordass et al, Trees of Knowledge, CIBSE Journal 20-26 (October 2014).
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Soft Landings:

Everybody can win
•
•
•
•
•

Better communication, proper expectations management, fewer nasty surprises.
More effective building readiness. Less rework.
Natural route for feedback and Post-occupancy evaluation,
to improve the product and its performance in use.
Teams can develop reputations for customer service and performance delivery,
building relationships, retaining customers, commercial advantage.
Vital if we are to progress towards more sustainable, low-energy, low-carbon,
well-liked buildings and refurbishments, closing the credibility gaps.

SO WHAT IS STOPPING US?
• ATTITUDES: Everybody needs to be committed, starting with the client perhaps the biggest obstacle. The “golden thread” needs to be put in place.
• PROCESSES: There is a learning curve to pay for (probably best from
marketing budgets), and the feedback has to be managed.
• TECHNIQUES: Independent POE surveys cost money (but not much).
• CAPACITY: We need facilitators, investigators, troubleshooters and fixers.
• MONEY: Particularly allocation for tune-up etc. after practical completion.
• IMAGINATION: Often constrained by burgeoning bureaucracy!
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THE FUTURE: Move from design for
compliance to Design for Performance

BBP

BETTER
BUILDINGS
PARTNERSHIP

OUR RESOURCES

OUR MEMBERS

Design for Performance
The Design for Performance Project is an industry initiative led byVerco and including BSRIA,
Arup and the Usable Buildings Trust (UBT), and supported by the BBP, which aims to change the
way we design new office developments in the UK. The proj ect looks abroad to the hugely
successful Austra lian NABERS Commitment Agreement and explores the applicability and
opportunity of developing and testing such a framework in the UK.
The energy efficiency of new offices in the UK is subject to Building Regulations Part Land
represented in market transactions by Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs). Developers,
owners and occupiers of new and refurbished buildings might reasonably expect that these
mechanisms will produce a building that is energy efficient in operation. However, both focus on
design and technology that improves predicted building performance, not on achieving d irectly
measureable improvements in performance in-use.
The consequence has been a design-for-compliance cu lture, and a disconnect between the
regulatory framework and the influence it has on the energy use and associated carbon
emissions it is supposed to be limiting-the so-called 'Performance Gap'. Voluntary

SOURCE: http://www.betterbuildingspartnership.co.uk/node/360.
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Design for Performance CAs - Commitment
Agreements, as developed by NABERS in Australia
• Developer signs up to provide guaranteed in-use energy
performance for the “Base Building” – shared engineering
services (mostly HVAC) and in all the common parts.
• All new members of the design, construction and
management team sign up to a Commitment Agreement.
• Advanced modelling used for the engineering systems,
including assessment of controls and “off-axis” scenarios.
• Design and Model reviewed by independent assessors.
• Metering systems allow outcomes to be reviewed.
• The completed building is fine-tuned as necessary.
• Results are benchmarked and reported.
UK CONSULTANTS ARE COMING FORWARD TO SUPPORT THIS
SEE: www.betterbuildingspartnership.co.uk/our-projects/design-performance October 2020
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Design for Performance - Pioneers 2020
Developer

Name

Location

NIA m2

British Land

1 Broadgate

City of London

37,000

2024

Crown Estate

St James’s Mkt

London

15,000

TBA

Derwent London

19-35 Baker St

London

19,000

2025

Gt Portland Estate

St Thomas Street

London

31,000

2025

Grosvenor

S Molton Triangle

London

13,500

TBA

Hermes MEPC

4 Angel Square

Manchester

18,500

2022

Hermes MEPC

Wellington Place

Leeds

21,300

2022

Landsec

Moorfields

London

48,000

2022

Landsec

Timber Square

London

32,000

2023

Lendlease

Turing Building

London

33,000

2023

L&G

Ralli Quays

Salford

12,500

2023

Royal London

Statesman House Maidenhead

11,000

2023

Stanhope

2 Ruskin Square

30,000

2023

Croydon

Complete

SOURCE: www.betterbuildingspartnership.co.uk/our-projects/design-performance October 2020
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cannot be as good as it is in Australia. However, the
absence of both a disclosure culture and feedback
from real-world measurements into new office design

Figure 3 shows the relationship between ba
energy intensity in kWhe/m²NLA/yr and the
star level for the State of Victoria (for such in

Potential reward in landlord annual energy use:
London (without CAs) & Melbourne (with CAs)

SOURCE: R Cohen, P Bannister, B Bordass, NZE buildings in reality, not just in theory, REHVA Journal, 56-59 (May 2016).
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Conclusions
• If we are to meet the challenges of sustainability, the role
of the building professional must change.
• We need to be concerned not just with inputs and
outputs, but in-use outcomes.
• We need to follow-through, reflect, close the feedback
loop and initiate virtuous circles.
• This all needs leadership, not more rules and processes.
• Building performance in use needs to become an
independent knowledge domain, properly resourced in
the public interest. It’s too important to leave to the
construction industry!
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FUTURE PRACTICE? New professionals
follow design intent through into reality

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They understand what is needed
strategic briefing
Are clear what they want, and communicate it plainly
strategic design
Are ambitious, but realistic
question all assumptions, understand users
Follow things right through
e.g. using Soft Landings procedures
Review what they do
manage expectations, undertake reality checks
Make others aware of what they are after
specify: what, why and how
Check that things will work technical feasibility, usability and manageability
Get things done well, with attention to detail
communicate, train, inspect
Finish them off
commission, operational readiness, handover, dialogue
Help the users to understand and take ownership provide aftercare support
Review performance in use
including post-occupancy evaluation
Work with occupiers to make things better monitoring, review and fine tuning
Anticipate and spot unintended consequences
revenge effects*
Learn from it all
and share their experiences
TRY TO MAKE THINGS SIMPLER AND DO THEM BETTER …

only making them complicated where this is essential.
*For Revenge Effects see: E Tenner, Why Things Bite Back, 4th Estate (1996).
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Thank you

Final Questions?

www.usablebuildings.co.uk

